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PRACTICE STATEMENT: It is the practice of the Aalhakoffichi' program to provide the
tools necessary for each person to live lives of good health, demonstrate effective family
functioning, and strive to impact his or her world in a positive manner. The Aalhakoffichi' program
endeavors to provide quality, cost-effective, safe, family-oriented care. Consistent with our
philosophy, vision, mission and core values of the department of family services, division of family
resources, the adolescent transitional living center (ATLC) was established to provide ongoing
support for this undertaking.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
Program Philosophy: The Aalhakoffichi' program operates from a family systems orientation

that originates from an ecological and systems theory foundation. The program recognizes the
importance of the interactions of cultures, communities, families and individuals within a tapestry of
human experience throughout time. The program holds true to the traditional values of the
Chickasaw Nation’s four pillars of wellness: spirit, mind, body and culture. The program seeks to
nurture each of these with a combination of traditional and science-based approaches to support
wellness in the individual, the family, the community and ultimately the culture.

Program Vision: To be a nation of strong families benefiting from a wealth of opportunities
which support and preserve their wellbeing and culture.

Program Mission: To strengthen families in the Chickasaw Nation.
Program Core Values:






Safety/Nonviolence
Family-Oriented
Culturally Focused
Trauma-Informed
Wellness Focused

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE AALHAKOFFICHI’ PROGRAM
In 2004, Chickasaw Nation Governor Bill Anoatubby issued a family proclamation that ushered in a
new effort to promote strong families as foundational to the success and greatness of the
unconquered and unconquerable Chickasaw Nation.
Among many things within a well-developed circle of care, one focus of this initiative was to
establish an adolescent treatment center to address the gap in services for Native American teens in
need of substance abuse and/or behavioral health treatment.
Substance abuse and mental illness have long been serious challenges to the wellness of Indian
youth. In 2006 a gaps and needs analysis was completed to evaluate the state of services offered to
Native youth. Results indicated Native American teens, particularly Chickasaw youth, had no access
to transitional living services that supported cultural identity. It also revealed that 80% of the Native
American youth and families who needed behavioral health services were not able to access
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culturally competent services in their local communities. As there were no current facilities within
the Chickasaw Nation to foster the overall health of Chickasaw youth, youth were being placed in
facilities far from home that were not connected to Chickasaw communities or culture.
Since that time, there has been an aggressive approach in the development and establishment of the
present day ATLC, a major component of the Aalhakoffichi' Program (A place for healing).

PROGRAM SUMMARY
Located in Pauls Valley, Oklahoma, transitional living is provided in a home setting seven days a
week, including holidays, in an unlocked facility that is supervised at all times.
Youth reside at the center in a non-family setting, with 24-hour care but without hospital-level
medical attention. Instead of a medical-based environment, the ATLC subscribes to a
cultural/spiritual competence model of service delivery that affirms the vitality and validity of
Chickasaw and other American Indian cultural/spiritual beliefs, practices and traditions. The ATLC
setting has a home-like, family feeling that expresses a sense of warmth and security for youth.
Youth will participate in six to nine hours of clinical treatment related services per week, in addition
to recreational activities, self-help supportive meetings and other activities.
Care services will facilitate and document the involvement and participation of youth as well as
family in the assessment, treatment, therapeutic and continuing treatment needs of each youth.
Treatment planning will include participation of the youth and family, including treatment and
service plans, decision making and implementation of the treatment and service plan to the greatest
extent possible.
Youth will participate in educational/vocational and extracurricular activities within the community.
ATLC staff will confer on a regular basis with educational personnel regarding youths’
education/vocation progress, needs and related plans. Provisions for study areas, materials and
resources will be provided as needed. Safe and confidential transportation will be provided to ensure
youths’ access to the community.
Utilizing a strengths-based family systems perspective, treatment involves a commitment to work
with the strengths and competencies of youth and their families using a trauma-informed system of
care, which includes significant youth and caregiver cooperation to form a safe and stable
community. Family enrichment services including family therapy, psycho-education, visitation, and
structured family days are all part of the emphasis of strengthening families. Given that youth of the
ATLC will come from across or outside Oklahoma, which may present difficulties for the involved
families, the ATLC staff will actively work to facilitate family treatment and family visitation.

Program Environment: The ATLC will maintain a safe and age-appropriate environment

supportive of the physical, emotional, spiritual and cultural growth of youth and their families.
Youth will sleep in large, semi-private rooms with adequate furnishings. Roommates will be age and
gender appropriate. Youth will be provided three nutritious meals per day as well as snacks. Meal
preparation will take into account cultural and nutritional requirements.
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Program Support: The ATLC will make a licensed clinician available to direct care staff by

telephone 24 hours a day, seven days per week. In addition, specialized professional consultation/
supervision will be available. The transitional living center will provide clinically appropriate public
education, crisis intervention and emergency service as applicable by statutory regulations and tribal
policies. Youth will have access to medical, dental, vision and other necessary services.
The ATLC will provide staff/youth care ratios in accordance with related regulatory and oversight
requirements 24 hours per day, seven days per week. Treatment and youth care staff will possess the
necessary knowledge and skills to provide care from a family systems orientation in a traumainformed manner that is culturally, developmentally and age appropriate. Staff will be knowledgeable
regarding the facility required education, training requirements and procedures. All direct care staff
will be at least 21 years of age.

ELIGIBILITY
Youth may be eligible for admittance into the ATLC if they meet the following criteria:
 Possess a Certificate of Degree of Indian Blood (CDIB) and/or a citizenship certificate/card
from a federally recognized tribe
 Between the ages of 14 and 19 years
 Meet criteria for one or more conditions found within the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV)
 Meet the level of care criteria for admission
 As applicable, parent(s)/guardian(s) or legal custodian of the youth consent(s) to services by
signing the Parental/Guardian Consent to Treatment Form
 The Application for Admittance is fully completed and returned with a copy of the youth’s
birth certificate, Social Security card, CDIB and medical evaluation/release that has been
completed by a licensed physician.
 Has at least one identified family member* willing to participate in available services.
*A family member is someone with kinship ties to the family. Kinship can be defined as biological,
adoptive or foster individuals who may include parents, siblings, grandparents, relatives as well as
other adults who are committed to the youth.

ADMISSION PROCEDURES
Acceptance into the Aalhakoffichi' transitional living facility depends on a number of factors. In
accordance with standardized processes approved by the division of family resources, each youth
and family will be assessed for appropriateness of admission to the transitional living program. This
organized process involves professional determination of individual and family strengths, needs,
preferences and current situations to determine appropriate placement in the best care setting.
The youth’s parent/legal guardian must be willing to complete the admittance/intake process in
person along with their youth. Additionally, the youth must agree to follow and comply with ATLC
rules and guidelines and agree to work cooperatively with program staff. Failure to comply with
ATLC requirements can result in the denial of transitional living services, or if admitted may result
in the expulsion of the youth from the program.
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Cooperation from the parent(s)/guardian(s)/legal custodian is very important. If any court
procedures have been conducted to determine custody/guardianship over said youth, the legal
guardian must supply Aalhakoffichi' staff the most recent court order determining the youth’s legal
placement. The legal guardian must give written permission for their youth to stay at the ATLC and
to participate in all activities. The legal guardian must also give written permission for any needed
medical treatment of hospital services in the case of an emergency. For any other non-emergency
medical appointments, youth may have parent(s)/guardian(s) check them out and back in once the
youth’s appointment is completed. If the youth’s parent(s)/guardian(s) are not available to take them
to their appointment, the ATLC will arrange for a staff member to facilitate this action. Additionally,
the parent/legal guardian must agree to remove their youth from the ATLC when services are
concluded. They must also agree to make arrangements in advance for the time and amount of
visitation they may have while their youth is residing at the ATLC.
When social service agencies have custody of the youth, the caseworker of the youth must also agree
to certain necessary criteria. They must agree to participate in the development of a service plan for
the youth. This includes personal contact with the youth as required while the youth is receiving
transitional living care. The cooperation of the caseworker is essential to guarantee the best possible
service plan for the youth. It is expected that custodian(s)/guardian(s) and caseworkers will supply
Aalhakoffichi' staff with complete information regarding the youth’s background information,
history of treatment, violent and/or destructive acting-out behavior, running away, suicide threats
and/or attempts and other necessary information as needed to make an informed determination as
to whether a youth meets criteria for admission.
As part of the initial assessment and intake, each youth will undergo a series of assessments to
determine level of care and appropriateness for admittance to the ATLC. If assessment is refused by
the participating youth or his/her parent(s)/guardian(s), the intake process will end and the youth’s
application will be returned. Consideration for admittance will be reassessed once parties are willing
to complete testing and all other intake procedures.
Once completed, the youth’s application will be reviewed by appropriate Aalhakoffichi' personnel. It
will be determined if Aalhakoffichi' can provide an individual program plan that will benefit the
youth. Aalhakoffichi' may decide not to accept a youth into its transitional living program whose
needs cannot adequately be met within a home setting or if Aalhakoffichi' believes the youth’s
behavior would be disruptive to the transitional living program and/or detrimental to the adjustment
of existing youth residing at the facility. Aalhakoffichi' may also stipulate conditions by which a
youth will be admitted into care.

REFUSAL OF AALHAKOFFICHI' CARE
Youth may be denied Aalhakoffichi' care if they meet the criteria outlined below. Youth may be
refused service if:
 The youth does not meet the requirements for eligibility
 The youth is in crisis to the extent that Aalhakoffichi' staff perceives the youth is a threat to
her/himself or others, including other ATLC youth or staff
 Transitional living care is not authorized by a legal custodian/guardian
 The youth has an acute medical condition or a chronically unstable medical condition
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The youth is significantly developmentally or cognitively delayed
The youth presents as under the influence of substances
The youth requires medically managed intensive inpatient detoxification for either alcohol
and/or other drugs
The youth has a past history of violent acting-out, sexual perpetration or chronic AWOL

If it is determined that the youth is not appropriate for services, Aalhakoffichi' staff will assist the
referring individual or agency in finding alternate sources of care which have the capabilities of
meeting the youth’s clinical needs. When a youth has been denied admittance, the decision will be
made in consultation with the program director and a clear explanation will be given to the
individual and her or his family seeking admittance for the youth.
Requests for Aalhakoffichi' care from a social service agency will not be accepted unless the agency
or caseworker seeking admittance agrees to:
 Make full disclosure of the youth’s history, to include but not limited to, a summary of the
youth’s background in treatment, suicide attempts and/or threats, violent and/or destructive
behavior, sexual misconduct and running away behavior
 Have regular contact with the youth while in transitional living care as required by
DHS/ICW standards.
 Consult with Aalhakoffichi' staff about the youth’s situation
 Arrange non-emergency medical treatment for the youth as needed

OBTAINING CONSENT FOR TREATMENT
A signed Consent for Treatment form from the parent(s)/guardian(s)/legal custodian of the
participating youth is required and important for all parties concerned. It gives specific consent for
Aalhakoffichi' care. Parent(s)/guardian(s)/legal custodian(s) and youth must sign this form if the
youth is to be admitted into the ATLC.
Each youth receiving treatment has the right to know and understand what is expected from him or
her and what he or she can expect from staff while living at the ATLC. Therefore, each youth shall
have access to written and verbal information about house rules, expectations and his or her rights
as a client. House rules are presented to the youth at the time of intake and signed by the youth
stating she or he understands these expectations and agrees to comply with all rules and regulations
of the facility. Youth are also provided information and education on grievance procedure, privacy
practices and other important information pertinent to their care and treatment.

THERAPEUTIC APPROACH TO HEALING
The ATLC is a therapeutic transitional living program that provides each adolescent with his or her
individual therapist to assist with personal and emotional growth. Therapists within the
Aalhakoffichi' program will work from a family systems perspective. This approach holds that
individuals are best understood within the broader contexts in which the person and the family live.
A central principle of family oriented therapists is individuals are connected to living systems.
Attempts to change are best facilitated by working with and considering the family relationship as a
whole. This orientation does not preclude dealing with the dynamics within the individual, but
broadens the traditional emphasis on individual internal dynamics. By working with the whole
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family – or even community – system, the therapist has a chance to observe how individuals act
within the system (and is influenced) by the individual; and what interventions might lead to changes
that help the family or larger system as well as the individual.
Individual, group and family therapy is mandatory for each youth. Therapy schedules are made at
the discretion of the assigned therapist. At minimum, youth will meet individually with their
therapist once a week, with their family once a week and within a group setting five days a week.
Youth and their families will work with therapists to design a treatment plan that works toward their
stated goals. The length of each plan is characteristic of the youth being treated and will be up to the
discretion of the assigned therapist. Once a wellness team deems that therapeutic work with the
youth is complete, discharge processes will begin. All responsible parties of the youth will be notified
in advance of the proposed discharge date so proper arrangements can be made as to where the
youth will be relocated. Parents/guardians and all approved family members* may call the youth’s
therapist to check on the progress of the youth. Therapeutic sessions with family members will be
arranged by the therapist. If the parent/guardian of the youth, or an approved family member,
would like to arrange a therapy session, the request will have to be made to the youth’s active
therapist. It will be up to the therapist’s discretion when this session is to take place.
*A family member may include biological, adoptive and foster parents, siblings, grandparents and other relatives and
other adults who are committed to the youth

Trauma-Informed Care: The facility will support and practice the delivery of care that is

trauma informed and will operate the facility in a trauma informed manner. Trauma-informed care
is the intentional practice of minimizing the chance that someone might be traumatized or re-traumatized by the
delivery of services and supports that are designed to support recovery and incorporates safety in all aspects of planning
and service delivery.
Trauma-informed care recognizes the need for specific values to support the organization of the
facility and its necessary services and support. Those values are:
1. The commitment to nonviolence
2. Open communication
3. Emotional management
4. Shared governance
5. Social responsibility
6. Inquiry and social learning
7. Experiences that heal
Trauma-informed care recognizes the need to develop specific practices that support the above
mentioned values. Those practices are as follows:
1. Each staff member, youth and family member reviews, signs and agrees to a nonviolence
commitment
2. Personal safety planning for all staff members, youth, and family members
3. Town (Okla.) meetings for the community twice daily
4. Shared governance meetings that occur weekly
5. Trauma training and psychoeducational sessions for all staff members, youth, and family
members as needed.
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Wellness (ilokchina) Team Meetings: Wellness meeting are bi-weekly team meetings (or
more frequent if needed) that are designed to review the progress of each youth and family served
by the facility. The team meetings are structured to examine what is working, what should be
modified, and how care can be further developed to achieve success for each youth and family. The
team is made up of the youth and family members, transitional living staff members, clinical staff
members, the physician, the nurse and any other necessary team member (ICW worker, recreational
therapist, teacher, etc.).
The outcomes of team meetings are documented within the youth’s file and treatment plans may be
updated from this process.

Navigator: Aalhakoffichi' has a navigator who assists with environmental issues and needs of the

youth and/or his or her family. The navigator looks for resources within the Garvin County
community, the Chickasaw Nation and other tribal governments for resources that may fulfill these
needs. The navigator will also be an advocate for the youth in regards to the youth learning life-skills
as he or she transitions into adulthood. The navigator will work behind the scenes to verify that
youth, while at Aalhakoffichi', are accessing every opportunity available to them.

Cultural Coordinator: Aalhakoffichi' has a cultural coordinator on site. The cultural
coordinator engages transitional living staff, therapists and navigators of the ATLC in applying
Chickasaw and other Native American history, culture, tradition and language in their work with
families. The cultural coordinator works with youth and their families to promote identification of
cultural resources and heritage. Among numerous cultural activities, youth will learn to craft
traditional Native American objects, such as beaded collars, dream catchers, everyday tools and
dance regalia. Youth will also learn traditional gardening techniques and food preparation practices
indicative of Chickasaw and other Native American customs.

ADMISSION
Personal Identification: Youth will be photographed and personal identification information
will be obtained including height, weight, hair and eye color, scars, tattoos and birthmarks. All
photographs are a permanent part of the youth’s clinical record and are released only in accordance
with proper procedures for the release of confidential information. In the event of an emergency or
the youth runs away while participating in the program, the photograph is made available for use by
law enforcement authorities to assist in a more rapid resolution of the situation.

Medication: All medications (prescription, over-the-counter, vitamins, etc.) must be checked in

to the licensed nurse or transitional living supervisor or his/her designee during the admission
process and will be kept secured in a locked cabinet. Youth may not keep any medications in their
rooms. Medicines are self-administered and must be taken under the supervision of the on-call nurse
or designated transitional living staff, who will record when it is dispensed. Medication will only be
dispensed as prescribed by the youth’s attending physician or as directions specify. At the designated
time, the designated staff member places the appropriate amount of medication in a separate
medication cup. The staff member then hands each medication to the youth. The staff member
monitors the youth taking each medication. The staff member documents on a separate medication
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log that they monitored the youth taking each medication. The staff member returns the individual
bottle(s) to the locked cabinet.
Any youth needing regular injections prescribed by their attending physician will have to be able to
self-administer the injections to reside at the transitional living center. When an emergency exists for
a youth who needs regular injections but who is unable to self-administer those injections to be
admitted to the ATLC, every effort will be made to secure a qualified medical professional to
administer those injections.
Medication reconciliation is conducted during each shift. If youth refuse to take medication as
prescribed, the program director will be consulted. No medications will be given after 9 p.m. unless
specified on the prescription or as deemed necessary by medical personnel.

Medical: Prior to admission, a medical examination of the youth must be conducted by a licensed

physician. The health information exam form must be filled out and signed by the physician. At the
discretion of the program director or child psychiatrist, at the time of admission vital signs and
weight may be taken by nursing staff and recorded in the respective record, noting and reporting any
irregularities.

Therapeutic Services: Youth will be seen by a therapist within 24 hours of admission to

assess and identify particular issues the youth desires to address while residing at the ATLC. An
interim service plan will be created at this time. A comprehensive treatment plan will be developed
within two weeks with updates monthly. Within one week of admission, a psychiatric assessment
will be completed.

Personal Belongings: All personal belongings are searched and inventoried at the time of

admission or when brought into the facility. The amount of personal effects may be limited to
ensure adequate space for safe storage. Searches involve visual inspection of purses, backpacks,
shoes, socks, pockets, etc. Youth are to empty their pockets and all baggage brought into the ATLC.
Youth are not allowed to have video games, cell phones or any other electronic items.
At intake, youth are asked if they have any non-restricted items they wish to have put away for
safekeeping. Money, especially large amounts of money, jewelry, etc., may be checked in with
transitional living staff and will be secured in a locked cabinet. A maximum of $20 may be kept by
the youth. All personal items are the responsibility of the youth.
The ATLC is not liable for lost, stolen or damaged property.
All personal items are to be logged on the personal property sheet with the number/amount of each
item and a brief description. Personal clothing and effects must be marked with an indelible marker
with the youth’s initials.
As replacement items, such as clothes that are brought to the facility, staff are responsible for
logging the new/replacement items, returning the old, and reflecting the changes on the property
sheet. Upon discharge the log is cross-checked with items returned to the youth to be taken home.
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Personal property deemed appropriate will be kept in the youth’s room in a neat and orderly fashion.
Youth are able to bring and wear their personal clothing. Youth are expected to wash their clothing
on a weekly basis and wear clean clothes daily. Youth are required to have clothing that is suitable
for weather and treatment activities.
While we encourage a supportive environment, borrowing and lending personal belongings is not
permitted. Sharing makeup, clothing or grooming items may expose youth to communicable
diseases and result in a loss of those belongings.
Piercings and jewelry that are in place at the time of admission may be left in place. Every reasonable
effort will be made to maintain the youth’s safety. Watches, bracelets or rings may be worn.
The facility will provide basic hygiene items. Youth may bring their own hygiene items as well. These
items will be kept in a designated area in the facility in their Activities of Daily Living (ADL) box and
not in their rooms. Electric razors are encouraged and permitted but not provided by the facility.
Disposable razors are provided under conditions outlined in ‘Use of Disposable Razors Procedure.’
ADL items must be new, packaged and sealed, non-alcohol based, non-aerosol and non-toxic).
Hair clips, barrettes and other sharp or breakable hair items are not permitted. Small rubber bands may
be used for braids and/or ponytails.

Contraband or Other Restricted Items: Youth are not to have any personal belongings
that may present as a safety risk, or promote alcohol, drugs, tobacco, violence, gang lifestyle or are
sexual in nature. These items are considered contraband and will be confiscated.
Possession of drugs/alcohol, nicotine products or weapons (including objects for self-mutilation)
within the ATLC, violates the safety of our transitional living community and therefore are not
allowed.
Contraband means any number of items deemed potentially unsafe, dangerous, or otherwise
inappropriate. Contraband items include, but are not limited to:
 tobacco products;
 lighters, matches;
 alcohol, drugs or other drug paraphernalia;
 medications;
 sharp or glass objects including mirrors;
 aerosols;
 razors;
 alcohol based items;
 toxic markers (highlighters/markers of any kind);
 cell phones;
 electronic devices or equipment;
 battery operated items;
 pornography; or
 cameras.
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If it is suspected that a youth possesses contraband, appropriate searches will be conducted in
accordance with procedure to ensure safety.
All items youth possess which are thought to be harmful shall be removed, inventoried and placed
in a labeled zip-lock bag and stored in a locked cabinet, as space warrants, or will be returned to the
parent/legal guardian. The Inappropriate Items Inventory form will be completed, itemizing the
objects confiscated and staff and the youth will sign and date the document, agreeing that the
information on the form is correct and complete.
It is procedure for ATLC staff to report any illegal property in a youth’s possession to the Pauls
Valley Police Department, parent/legal guardian, and caseworker if youth is in DHS/ICW/OJA
custody, and the program director of Aalhakoffichi' services. The police department will be notified
that the youth had in her/his possession an illegal item. The incident is to be noted in the youth’s
case file and a police report filed if necessary. Illegal property includes, but is not limited to, any
mood altering substance or medication, stolen property, credit cards and weapons.
At the time of release from the ATLC, parents/guardians and caseworkers (if applicable) will be
advised that the youth may have the items returned to them (except for illegal items) if the youth
wishes to have them returned. The youth may relinquish his or her right to have the items returned
by signing the Inappropriate Items Inventory relinquishing rights and interest in the confiscated
items. Both the parent/guardian and the youth must sign agreeing to give up the items. If the
parent/guardian wishes that the items be destroyed but the youth does not, the items must be
returned to the youth.

Permissible Items:
ADL items must be new, packaged and sealed, non-alcohol based, non-aerosol and nontoxic
Shampoo
Conditioner
Lotion (hand/body)
Toothpaste
Toothbrush (not battery operated)
Hair products (gel, mousse)
Deodorant
Comb
Hairbrush
*Make-up (must not contain mirrors or glass, must be non-toxic, non-aerosol, non-alcohol and
safe.) *Make-up will remain stored/locked while not in use.
Use of make-up is permissible as behavior warrants and under staff supervision
Soap/ Body wash
Due to the amount of space available within each room, we ask that youth bring only the
essential amount of personal clothing. Clothing must be seasonally appropriate. Clothing
must be clean, neat and in good repair and not be revealing. Clothing must not contain
explicit writing/graphics/symbols or deemed to be inappropriate by the treatment team.
Hats and/or hooded tops are only permissible on activities or events conducted outdoors.
Long or short sleeved shirts/tops
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Pants/sweatpants/walking shorts
Belts (belts will be assessed for safety, buckles must not present a threat; belts are intended to keep
pants secure around the waist)
Coats/jackets/hooded tops
Socks
Sleeved non-revealing pajamas
Slip-on/lace-up shoes (not boots)
Undergarments
Other related permissible items are subject to adherence to safe practices and review of
appropriateness by the treatment team.
Jewelry (rings, bracelets, non-hoop ear rings, etc.)
Chap stick/lip balm
Pencils/crayons (ink pens and markers are not permissible items. If these items are used in an activity, they are
to be returned accordingly.)
Journals/notebooks/stationery/coloring books
Reading material (books, magazines, articles, etc.)
*Hair irons (straightening/curling)
*Electric razors
*Hair dryers (*hair irons/dryers/electric razors are to remain stored/locked while not in use.)
Use of this equipment is permissible as behavior warrants and under staff supervision
Pillow (pillow must be new, packaged and sealed.) The facility provides a pillow; however, youth are
welcome to bring their own.

Use of Disposable Razors Procedure: Disposable razors are not among the list of

permissible items. Parents and or guardians are encouraged to provide personal electric razors for
use when appropriate. Personal electric razors must be stored with clients’ personal hygiene items
when not in use and must never remain in a client’s possession.
In circumstances when personal electric razors are not an option and other resources have been
exhausted, evaluation for use of a disposable razor may be considered. In such cases, the following
will be adhered to:
1. Consideration for use of a disposable razor will require approval by the wellness team;
2. Disposable razors will be provided by the facility to the client on an ‘as needed’ basis,
following a written order from client’s primary physician;
3. Disposable razors will remain locked and counted in the transitional living supervisors’
office;
4. Disposable razors will be checked out by direct care staff;
a. Direct care staff will remain with the client, within ‘arm’s length,’ while the client
uses the disposable razor;
b. Client will return the disposable razor to the direct care staff member immediately
following use;
c. Direct care staff will return the disposable razor to the assigned transitional living
supervisors or lead tech on duty;
d. The supervisor or lead tech in receipt of the razor will ensure the razor blades are
intact on return;
e. The supervisor or lead tech will dispose of the razor in the biohazard sharps
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container, located in the supervisor’s office.
5. In any event the client does not comply with related procedure or is deemed to be unsafe by
any staff, consideration for use of disposable razors may be discontinued indefinitely.
Future use will require approval from the youth’s treatment team.

LINENS AND SUPPLIES
Sheets, pillows and pillowcases, comforters, towels, washcloths and plastic hangers are provided by
the ATLC. Youth and parents are expected to provide the youth’s personal clothing. Youth will do
their own laundry. Supplies and facilities are available on ATLC premises. A schedule will be set by
resident staff and youth will be given a designated time to do their laundry. Parent(s) and/or youth
are to make sure all clothing items are marked.

DETAILS
Each youth will have an assigned detail and it will be necessary for the youth to complete this detail
on time. Details will change weekly. If at any time a youth cannot do his/her detail and a substitute
is necessary, it is his/her responsibility to inform the transitional living staff, who will request a
replacement. The youth needing a replacement will, in turn, complete the detail of the substitute. It
is the responsibility of transitional living staff to schedule details and the details are as follows:
 Kitchen – dishwasher loading and unloading, cleaning all counters and other surfaces in the
kitchen, sweeping, mopping, setting and clearing dining tables and emptying trash.
 Living area – vacuuming, dusting furniture, removing all personal items from living area. No
food or drinks will be allowed off the tiled area in the kitchen and dining room.
 Bedrooms – beds are to be made daily; bathrooms will be cleaned and maintained on a daily
basis as determined by the transitional living staff’s request. Clothes are to be picked up off
the floor and placed in baskets until laundry time.
 Laundry schedules are set by transitional living staff. Laundry times will be enforced and the
laundry room will close at 9 p.m.
 Porches and patios will be swept two times weekly and all personal items will be removed
daily.
Cleaning supplies will be kept in a locked cabinet and used under supervision of resident staff.

TYPICAL WEEKLY SCHEDULE
(Below are sample schedules a youth might follow on a weekday and on a weekend)

Weekdays
6:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m.
6:45 a.m. to 7:30 a.m.
7:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
3:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

UP AND AT ‘EM Awake, dress, hygiene, clean room
FAMILY STYLE BREAKFAST
Goal setting
ON THE BUS
SCHOOL
AFTER SCHOOL SNACKS
Goal review
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4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m. to 9:45 p.m.
10:00 p.m.

RECREATION
FAMILY STYLE DINNER
GROUPS/ OUTDOOR TIME/HOMEWORK
BEDTIME HYGIENE
SNACKS
PERSONAL TIME (reading, journaling, etc.)
TOTAL SHUTDOWN, LIGHTS OUT

Weekends
Saturdays
8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m. to 9:45 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
Sundays
8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
10:00a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m. to 9:45 p.m.

UP AND AT ‘EM
Awake, dress, hygiene, clean room
CELEBRATE BREAKFAST
Living skills, goal setting
BREAKFAST CHORES
HOUSE CHORES/LAUNDRY CHORES
CELEBRATE LUNCH
LUNCH CHORES
ACTIVITIES
CELEBRATE DINNER
Living skills, goal review
DINNER CHORES
HOUSE MEETING
ACTIVITIES
BEDTIME HYGIENE
SNACKS
PERSONAL TIME (reading, journaling, etc.)
TOTAL SHUTDOWN, LIGHTS OUT
UP AND AT ‘EM
CELEBRATE BREAKFAST
Living skills, goal setting
SPIRITUAL RENEWAL
CELEBRATE LUNCH
Living skills
LUNCH CHORES
FAMILY VISITATION
CELEBRATE DINNER
Living skills
DINNER CHORES
REFLECTIONS ON THE WEEK
ACTIVITIES
SNACKS
PERSONAL TIME (reading, journaling, etc.)
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10:00 p.m.

TOTAL SHUTDOWN, LIGHTS OUT

HOUSE RULES
At the time of intake or admission, the ATLC House Rules Sheet is signed by the youth stating
he/she understands and agrees to follow the rules of the ATLC. The transitional living program is
designed to not only aid in the youth’s mental and physical well-being, but to assist in developing
habits and routines helpful to successful living, especially in group living. Youth are required to
exemplify appropriate social standards, relate with other youth and staff, and willingly share in tasks
of keeping the facility clean and orderly. Rooms and other living areas are inspected every morning
and evening.
1. Smoking is not allowed on the Aalhakoffichi' campus. Cigarettes, lighters and tobaccorelated products (including matches and chewing tobacco) will be surrendered to
Aalhakoffichi' staff at the time of intake.
2. Youth are not allowed to have video games, cell phones or any other electronic items.
3. The following will not be tolerated at any time:
a. Verbal abuse toward staff or other youth (name calling, cursing, etc.)
b. Fighting (no hitting, kicking, pushing, etc.)
c. Destruction of Aalhakoffichi' property (no writing on walls or beds, no hitting the
walls or fence, no climbing on or over the fences, etc.)
d. Gang related talk, drawings, graffiti or gang signs
e. Dating between ATLC youth while in the program
f. Whispering or note passing between youth
g. Stealing from the facility or other youth
h. Drugs, alcohol or weapons
i. Talking to strangers and no “bumming” cigarettes from strangers
j. Self-destructive behavior (hitting the walls, “branding,” carving on yourself, etc.)
k. Playing with fire extinguishers or other appliances
l. Ear piercing or tattooing
m. Haircuts given by other youth or staff unless permission is gained from
parent/guardian or case worker
n. Physical intimacy of all sorts is not allowed (including kissing, touching, sitting on
each other’s laps, etc.)
4. All youth are expected to attend their full schedule of classes every day and make a
reasonable effort at gaining knowledge and skills.
5. Youth must follow the regimen established for time to get up, meal time, time for school
departure, returning from school, attending study periods, out after dark for approved and
sponsored activities, lights out, etc.
6. Bedtime is 10 p.m. nightly or according to bedtime schedule. The TV, radio, etc., is turned
off at 9:30 p.m. to prepare for bed.
7. All youth will do daily chores.
8. Entering opposite gender bedrooms is not allowed for any reason. Entering other youths’
bedrooms in general is not allowed for any reason.
9. Youth are responsible for cleaning their room and making their bed each morning.
10. Youth must stay inside the ATLC unless they have permission to go outside.
11. Youth may not enter staff offices without the permission of the staff.
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Moving furniture in the ATLC without permission is not allowed.
Food and drinks are not allowed in the bedrooms or the living area.
Staff must approve all telephone calls during designated telephone hours.
Staff must approve any kitchen or laundry room use.
Fire exit information is posted in the dining area and in the living area. Youth must be aware
of the fire exits.
Youth are expected to maintain good personal hygiene at all times.
The ATLC reserves the right to perform random daily room checks with or without prior
knowledge or presence of youth.
Family visitation is to be scheduled in advance with staff.
Defiance of established rules, being disorderly or disrespectful to staff or instructors are not
permitted.
Violence or threats of violence is/are grounds for immediate dismissal.
No pornography.
Confidentiality is to be upheld at all times.

Youth are responsible for their own belongings while in the Aalhakoffichi' and the Aalhakoffichi' is
not responsible if these items are lost, stolen or damaged.
Minor incidents will be handled by resident technicians to help youth solve their problems in a nonviolent or non-aggressive manner. More serious/critical incidents will result in a report being filed
and the youth’s parent(s)/guardian(s) being notified.
If an extreme situation occurs in which danger or threat arises to the youth, others or property, a
decision may be made by the program director or ranking staff member on duty to have law
enforcement contacted and/or an emergency evaluation conducted to determine if a higher level of
care is necessary. In either situation the parent(s)/guardian(s) shall be notified and steps will be taken
to ensure safety for the youth and the community.

ACADEMICS
Youth at the ATLC attend public school. This allows youth to re-enter normal adolescent life and
academics. Youth are encouraged to become involved in their learning community. Together,
Aalhakoffichi' and the Paoli School District have developed an educational plan that addresses
mandated educational requirements but is flexible enough to meet the unique circumstances of
youth. This plan includes multiple venues for educational delivery including on-site (both in person
and electronically) for those youth who need an alternative approach or additional tutoring as well as
youth actually attending school off-site on Paoli campus during the traditional school year, including
summer school.
“We take great pride in our academics at Paoli. We offer college bound curriculum and technical training at MidAmerica Career Tech. We also have an excellent Vo-Ag department and computer lab. We consistently rank near
the top when our achievement test scores are compared to other schools in our county. Our goal is to prepare all our
students in a safe learning environment, and produce graduates that are prepared to go to college and lead successful
and productive lives.” (Paoli School District, 2013). For more information please visit the school’s
website at http://www.paoli.k12.ok.us/
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As part of the admission process to the program, enrollment into Paoli schools is facilitated by
Aalhakoffichi' staff. Transportation to/from school is the responsibility of the ATLC staff. Youth
are required to comply with all rules and regulations of the Paoli School District.

DRESS CODE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

No sagging pants or underwear showing.
No sleeveless, bare midriff, low cut or inappropriate sized shirts or t-shirts.
No eyebrow streaks, boys or girls.
No piercing other than ears.
No body piercing of self or others is allowed while at the Aalhakoffichi'.
No male youth are allowed to wear earrings or ear accessories, other than small (1/8’’) studs
to retain existing piercings.
7. No gang related or alcohol/drug clothing or insignia is to be worn.
8. No vulgar language or artwork on clothing or self-promoting drugs, alcohol or values
contrary to those of Aalhakoffichi'.
9. No unnatural hair color or distractive haircuts.
10. No new tattoos. Tattooing will not be tolerated at the ATLC due the serious health risks of
this practice.

PASTORAL SERVICES
Aalhakoffichi' respects the right of youth to participate in religious observation of their choice and also
recognize the right of parents to urge the adolescent toward religious observation. Pastoral services are
offered to youth weekly at the ATLC. Clients may attend religious services at any local church, parish,
synagogue or other place of worship within the vicinity, dependent upon guardian consent and
treatment team approval. Staff will transport adolescent to services and will supervise adolescent during
the on-site services.

YOUTH GRIEVANCES
Upon admission to the facility, each adolescent and his/her parent or guardian is given a copy of the
“Right of Formal Complaints and Grievances for Persons Served” and the grievance process by the
admitting staff. Each youth and his/her parent or guardian is asked to sign a form indicating they
understand their right to file a grievance if they believe their rights have been violated at the facility.
Youth have access to blank grievance forms should they desire to file grievances. The youth may
choose to contact the navigator or a designated staff member to help them through the grievance
process. The staff member assisting the youth is responsible to ensure the form is completely filled
out, including the date. The youth may choose to have a representative during the grievance process,
either a staff member or the navigator.

BORROWING MONEY
Borrowing money is problematic and is discouraged. Youth must not ask employees or other youth
to lend money as there are strict regulations governing this practice.
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SEARCHES
It is the policy of the ATLC to search youth rooms and/or personal belongings if it is suspected that
a youth has restricted items (contraband), an illegal substance, weapon or an item that is considered
a danger to him/her or to someone else. Youth having dangerous weapons and or substances can be
dismissed from the program. For safety reasons, rooms, transportation vehicles and buildings may
be subject to search at any time if drugs, alcohol or weapons are suspected. In the event an illegal
substance or weapon is discovered, the supervisor or lead tech on duty will notify the Pauls Valley
Police Department for further investigation. The supervisor or lead tech on duty will also notify the
program director and youth’s parent/guardian and complete an incident report.
A contraband check involves the following steps:
1. Youth removes shoes and socks and shakes out shoes.
2. Youth turns out any pockets.
3. Youth removes any coats, jackets, etc.
4. Youth will be asked to open his/her mouth for a visual inspection of the mouth and under the
tongue.
Room searches are conducted at any time a situation warrants as determined by the supervisor or
lead tech on duty. If possible, room searches are done with the youth present but without the
youth’s participation. Any search that is done without the youth present is to be approved, in
advance, by the program director. If contraband is found, a complete report is documented in the
chart and a confidential critical incident report is completed. If conducted without the youth being
present, the youth is informed upon his/her return to his/her room of the reason for the search and
the results.

DRUG AND ALCOHOL INCIDENTS
It is against Aalhakoffichi' policy for youth to be in possession of alcohol or other mood altering
drugs, including inhalants, designer drugs, etc., as well as drug use related objects/paraphernalia such
as pipes, rolling papers, etc. It is unacceptable for youth to wear clothing/jewelry or possess any
item that advertises, promotes, glorifies or symbolizes alcohol or drugs (e.g. pillows, blankets, boxes,
cups, etc.).
Youth suspected of using alcohol or drugs may be required to take a urine analysis test. Refusal to
take the test will result in removal from program.
Any youth, new or returning, identified as having a history of drug or alcohol use, including
inhalants, will be required to attend appropriate group meetings, and therapy will be initiated as soon
as he/she arrives to help him/her resist further use. Youth must help ALTC staff to help them by
cooperating, which means attending required group or individual sessions and meetings and by
treating staff and others with respect.
Youth found to be distributing or bringing unlawful substances into the facility will be subject to
continuous monitoring and searches as needed, and therapy sessions addressing this subject will be
required. If the youth refuses to comply with Aalhakoffichi' policy regarding drugs and distribution,
the Pauls Valley Police Department may be contacted and the youth may face dismissal from the
facility.
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BULLYING
A bully is someone who knowingly abuses the rights of others to gain control of the situation and
individual(s) involved. Bullies deliberately and persistently use intimidation and manipulation to get
their way; key words are knowingly, deliberately and persistently. Per the School Bullying
Prevention Act, “harassment, intimidation and bullying” means any gesture, written or verbal
expression or physical act that is harmful to another person. Bullying is similar to harassment, but is
usually crueler in nature and more likely to be of a physical nature.
Neither harassment nor bullying behaviors will be tolerated at Aalhakoffichi'. The person being
bullied suffers and often turns into a bully himself/herself. A bully fails to learn socially acceptable
ways to have his/her needs met.
Aalhakoffichi' encourages youth who feel they are being bullied or harassed to advise staff of this. If
staff is made aware of bullying behavior or if they observe such behavior, they will notify the
supervisor or lead tech on duty and/or the program director.
Intervention will consist of specific therapy for the person who has been bullied and disciplinary
measures taken against the bully. Every effort will be made by the therapeutic staff to educate the
bully in how to identify and get his/her needs met in socially acceptable ways. If these efforts fail
and the bully continues this unacceptable behavior, the youth may be dismissed at the discretion of
the program director.

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT
One of the most basic services offered by the Aalhakoffichi' program is that of providing a safe,
non-threatening environment where youth may reside while participating in transitional living
services. The ATLC does not use physical force or restraint as a form of behavior management nor
does it use separation or seclusion. Should an emergency situation occur when a youth or other
individual appears under the influence of a mood altering substance, becomes belligerent or exhibits
aggressive or violent behavior toward ATLC property, self or others, program staff will contact the
Pauls Valley Police Department for immediate law enforcement involvement. Staff will also notify
the program director without delay.
Staff employs effective verbal and nonverbal communication to encourage a positive client outcome
and therapeutic environment through:
 Displaying effective listening skills
 Offering healthy pro-social alternatives to aggressive, destructive behavior
 Providing information and giving feedback
Staff will intervene and de-escalate aggressive situations using least restrictive measures to include
but not limited to:
 Using appropriate recommendations from family or guardian to de-escalate
 Listening
 Allowing client to vent
 Setting limits/verbal intervention
 Reducing environmental stimuli
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 Removing the source of agitation from the client or remove the client from the source
 Offer clients time in their own rooms, if desired, to calm
Ultimately, the youth involved risks being dismissed from services at the program director’s
discretion. Parent(s)/legal guardian(s) will be notified.
In the event of actual aggressive youth behavior including but not limited to physical injury and/or
destruction of property, the Pauls Valley Police Department will be contacted. Depending upon the
situation, charges may be filed against the youth. The supervisor or lead tech on duty will notify the
program director and youth’s parent/guardian and complete an incident report. The intake specialist
will complete the youth’s paperwork, including discharge documents, and will submit a
recommendation as to whether the youth should be readmitted in to the Aalhakoffichi' program if
such a request is made.

STEALING
Stealing will not be tolerated and youth who violate this will be required to replace the stolen items
and will be put on restriction or dismissed from the program. If shoplifting is involved, the youth
will be put on restriction and prohibited from shopping trips for a length of time determined by the
program director. Parent(s)/guardian(s) will be notified in addition to prosecution if the situation
warrants.

GANG ACTIVITIES
Membership in secret fraternities or sororities or in other clubs or gangs not sponsored by ethical,
established agencies or organizations is prohibited. Gangs that initiate, advocate or promote
activities that threaten the safety or well-being of persons or property on the Aalhakoffichi' campus
or which disrupt the transitional living environment are harmful to the therapeutic process. The use
of hand signals, graffiti or the presence of any apparel, jewelry, accessory or manner of grooming
which by virtue of color, arrangement, trademarks, symbol or any other attribute which indicates or
implies membership with such a group, presents a clear and present danger to the Aalhakoffichi'
environment and therapeutic objectives of Aalhakoffichi' and is forbidden.
Any youth wearing, carrying or displaying gang paraphernalia, or exhibiting behavior or gestures
which symbolize gang membership or causing and/or participating in activities which intimidate or
affect the attendance of another youth, will be subject to disciplinary action and may include
dismissal.

THREAT TO SELF OR OTHERS
If a youth threatens or becomes suicidal or homicidal while at the ATLC, the following steps will be
taken:
1. A therapist will be called to meet with the youth to determine if he/she is suicidal or
homicidal.
2. If it is determined that a youth is a threat to self or others, the therapist will notify the
program director and youth’s parent/guardian and placement proceedings to a higher level
of care will begin. The youth will be placed on “watch” status until placement is determined.
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3. If the parent disagrees with the decision for placement, the program director and therapist
will discuss options with the parent/guardian.
4. If the youth is placed in an inpatient facility, the youth will remain for treatment as long as
deemed necessary by the physician at the agency.
5. If the parent/guardian wishes the youth to be discharged from the ATLC, he/she will
assume full responsibility of the youth and any subsequent changes accrued.
6. The therapist will maintain contact with the inpatient facility during the youth’s stay to help
determine whether he/she should return to the transitional living center or be referred to
another placement.

HANDLING RUNAWAYS
The ATLC is a non-secure facility. While youth are residing at the ATLC they may not leave the
grounds or ATLC sponsored off-site structured recreational activities/outings without the expressed
permission of transitional living staff. Youth attending off-site school or school functions are
required to remain under the supervision of school personnel. Only transitional living staff will be
allowed to check out a youth from school or school functions. The ATLC staff will encourage youth
to remain on the premises and advise them of the dangers of being on the streets unsupervised.
Therefore, any youth who makes the decision to leave the grounds/offsite activities/school/school
functions without permission is considered a runaway. A youth who has run away from the ATLC
may be denied re-admittance, if circumstances warrant.

Runaway Procedure: Upon determining that a youth is absent from the ATLC without

permission, transitional living staff is to:
A. Notify the youth’s parent, guardian or legal custodian, including caseworker if applicable, of
the incident immediately.
B. Notify the applicable local and/or county law enforcement agency that there has been a
runaway and file a runaway report. Notify the on-call supervisor. Transitional living staff will
complete, sign and fax a runaway report to the applicable law enforcement office. An
incident report will be completed regarding the details of the runaway situation.
C. If the youth is known to be or has a history of being in danger of hurting himself or others,
a missing persons report shall be filed with the applicable local and/or county law
enforcement.
D. The on-call supervisor will notify the program director.
E. The intake specialist will complete the youth’s paperwork, including discharge documents,
and will submit a recommendation as to whether the youth should be readmitted in to the
Aalhakoffichi' program if such a request is made.
F. A “Runaway Letter” will be completed and sent to the parent/ guardian. This letter asks the
youth’s parent (s)/guardian (s) to notify Aalhakoffichi' personnel if the youth returns home
so the runaway report can be canceled.

TELEPHONE CONTACT/USAGE
It is the practice of the ATLC to ensure that adequate telephone communication is available to all
youth and family in a consistent and organized manner.
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At the time of admission, the youth (18 years or older) and/or parent/legal guardian is/are asked to
complete a visitation/phone call list. This document logs the family members and significant others
including ICW/DHS workers, OJA worker, clergy members, personal physician, etc. who have been
approved to have contact with the youth while receiving care at the ATLC. Also, a password will be
created and listed on the document that will be required to be provided by anyone who is calling or
known by parties who are receiving calls from youth before the youth is allowed to speak to the
party. The password may need to change occasionally. That change shall be completed by the
clinical staff or transitional living care leadership with the assistance of the youth and family and
added to the phone call list. ATLC staff members are required to use the password process to verify
that contact is made with the correct individuals. The visitation/phone call list may be updated as
needed by clinical staff or transitional living care leadership.
The wellness team may determine that contact with certain individuals on the list may require close
supervision by ATLC staff members or that contact may be suspended due to safety reasons. These
decisions must be clearly communicated to the youth and documented thoroughly in the youth
record. These decisions must also be reviewed at least every seven days to remain in effect. All
youth phone usage (out-going or in-coming) shall be monitored by ATLC staff members.
Youth may receive or make phone calls to individuals on the visitation/phone call list during free
time. Calls can be made and received daily. Individual calls shall be limited to a time frame to not
exceed 15 minutes in length. The ATLC community shall address any issues with youth who may be
misusing phone contact during free time and develop a plan to ensure all youth have ample time to
talk with family and significant others.
Collect calls are accepted from runaway and out-of-the-building youth in emergency situations. No
other collect calls shall be accepted.
This practice may be adjusted slightly based on individual and family needs, emergencies and safety
considerations and/or other therapeutic considerations.

MAIL
Families are encouraged to write regularly and should address mail to the youth at Chickasaw Nation
Adolescent Transitional Living Center; 111 Arrowhead Drive; Pauls Valley, Oklahoma 73075. Youth
enjoy receiving a letter from family each week and this provides an important link to home. Cash or
substantial amounts of money should not be sent through mail. Cashier’s checks must be used.
Money orders will not be accepted.
All mail is received at the administration office and sent to the resident technicians to distribute. In
respect to youth’s rights, mail is not censored except in protective custody situations. Youth will be
required to open packages and any mail deemed suspect in the presence of staff.
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INTERNET/COMPUTER POLICY
The use of the Internet is a privilege, not a right, and inappropriate use will result in restriction from
use. While youth are prohibited from using computers located in staff areas, there are adequate
computer facilities that have been designated for youth use while under staff supervision.
The general rules are:
1. Youth will sign in
2. No chat rooms, instant messaging or Internet games
3. No downloading of programs, screensavers, wallpaper, etc.
4. No downloading of or sending obscene or vulgar materials
5. No modification of equipment or installation of software is allowed
6. No accessing of unauthorized sites
7. Passwords that lock out others from using the computer are prohibited
8. No revelation of personal addresses, credit card numbers or phone numbers is allowed
9. Email communication is limited to individuals listed on the approved contact list
10. No emailing unknown persons or responding to emails that solicit business
11. Abusive behavior directed at computers, equipment, furniture, other youth or staff will result
in loss of privileges

PARENTAL/FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES
Parents’ moral and legal responsibilities for their child’s welfare, financial support and behavior are
not given up or released when the youth enter a transitional living facility. Parents should write their
children regularly, visit them when possible and plan for home visits. Youth separated from their
family need to be reassured they are loved and their family cares.
When communicating news by telephone or letter that will impact a youth emotionally, the parent
should let the staff know first so support can be in place. Parents are asked to clarify to the youth
whether he/she needs to stay at the ATLC or should come home. In the event of an emergency in
which the family wants the youth home, but are unable to come for them, contact should be made
with staff.

YOUTH COMMUNITY PASS
Youth of Aalhakoffichi' have the opportunity to apply for and receive community passes. A
community pass is considered to be a therapeutic activity that provides for a defined time frame
away from the program, with identified family/guardian, and engaged in planned activities to
support the transition of the youth to a lower level of care or into the community at-large.
A community pass must be requested by the youth and the youth application must be completed,
staffed by the treatment team and family member/guardian, and approved by all. Youth pass
applications are available to all youth. The application must be filled out completely and turned in to
the youth’s primary therapist or the transitional living supervisor on shift.
A community pass can be requested for a specific time frame between two hours and up to 48
hours. Each request will be reviewed and approved, modified or denied based on individualized
need. However, one can expect that for higher time frames to be approved, successful passes at
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lesser time frames may have occurred. Requests for time frames higher than 48 hours fall in a
separate category and are outside the parameters of a youth pass.
The community pass request should be completed and turned in within 24 hours of the requested
pass timeframe.
Youth are allowed to leave the ATLC only with parents/legal guardians or those individuals who are
designated by the parent/legal guardian. All passes for youth in custody of ICW/DHS/OJA must be
approved by the youth caseworker. At admission, parents/guardians/caseworkers will be required to
complete the phone call/visitation log, which designates who may take the youth on community
passes as well as with whom the youth may communicate over the telephone and via mail.
All arrangements for passes are to be approved in advance. All youth leaving the ATLC on passes
must be accompanied by an authorized adult. At the time of departure for a pass, the time of return
to the facility will be set. Youth who do not return from a pass at scheduled times will be reported as
runaways if no contact is made with the ATLC within one hour of the expected time of arrival. If a
youth does not return, the youth’s caseworker will be notified, if appropriate.

VISITATION PROCEDURES
Visiting Hours: Visiting days and hours will be posted.
As with mail and phone calls, in-house visitation with parent(s)/legal guardian(s) is not restricted.
However, restrictions on parental and/or family visits may occur for any of the following reasons:
 When an ICW/DHS investigation is pending;
 When conditions exist that are counter therapeutic, i.e., visitor presents as impaired due to
intoxication, excessive conflict between family members and/or supervision of adolescent is
questionable;
 When there is a court order restricting visitation; or
 When a situation exists that may endanger others, i.e., threats or actions of aggression
toward family or community.
Youth also have the right to visit without restriction with caseworkers and attorneys.
To accommodate visiting privileges for all youth, visitors will be allowed a one-hour visit. Visitors
traveling more than two hours will be permitted visits of two hours. Requests for special scheduling
arrangements will be reviewed on a case by case basis; however, Aalhakoffichi' will accommodate
family work schedules or limits to the extent possible. A youth may have up to three visitors per
visit.
At the time of admission, the parent/legal guardian is asked to fill out a phone call/visitation list of
those family members and significant others they want their adolescent to have contact with while
the adolescent is residing at the ATLC. If parents have joint custody with visitation rights, both
parents may be on the phone/visitation list and they both may add others to the list. The list is
maintained by clinical/transitional living staff. Visitors approved by parents/legal guardians may
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include siblings, other family members and friends. Visits from non-family members including
friends, girlfriends/boyfriends, etc., will occur in the ATLC family visitation area. At no time are
visitors allowed in youth bedrooms.
Due to limited space and potential problems occurring in the facility, parents/guardians must make
arrangements in advance of any visit with their youth. This will ensure that parents/legal guardians
are coming to the ATLC at a time that is manageable and timely for transitional living staff and that
the youth are actually at the ATLC and not on a scheduled outing. Siblings must be accompanied by
their parent(s) when visiting in the facility. The ATLC does not have a separate child area. Visitors
are responsible for small children and must maintain adequate supervision at all times. No pets are
allowed on the premises.
All client visitors (17 and over) will be required to complete and sign the visitor form acknowledging
agreement with the confidentiality statement and safety statement. This includes client attorneys,
ICW/DHS workers, OJA workers, students, volunteers, family, etc.
The visitation log of approved visitors is regularly updated prior to scheduled visitation times and
available to the transitional living staff who sign visitors in prior to allowing them to enter the visitation
area. Visitors (17 and over) are required to provide a picture ID before being allowed to visit.
All visitors are advised of prohibition of cameras, cell phones, computers (laptops), other electronic
devices, etc., during visitation. Purses, handbags, backpacks, etc., are prohibited. Visitors are
encouraged to secure their personal effects in their vehicles. Aalhakoffichi' is not responsible for
damaged, lost or stolen items.
Families are allowed to bring food that can be consumed during the visit. All food items or candy must
be consumed or returned to the family at the end of the visit. Beverages must be in the manufacturer’s
sealed plastic container. Food cannot be brought back to the youth’s room. No items in glass or cans
are allowed.
In an effort to maximize visitation time and ensure safety, clothing and other personal effect exchanges
are not permitted during visitation time. Coordinated clothing and personal effects deliveries and/or
exchanges may be arranged through Aalhakoffichi'’s administration office.
Both the youth and the visitor should be made aware of ATLC practice concerning disruptive
behavior or hostile visitors. At the discretion of the ATLC staff, if behavior problems occur or
hostilities develop as a result of a visit the visitor will be asked to leave. If the visitor refuses to leave,
the staff will call law enforcement officials and the individual will be escorted away from the
premises by the police.
In the event a youth has an active case with ICW/DHS/court has restricted visitation, visitors may
not be allowed on premises

FACILITY SAFETY
To make the facility as safe as possible, the following preventative procedures shall be followed:
1. During bedtime hours, at least one staff shall be at each living area by the bedrooms at all
times unless circumstances temporarily demand their attention elsewhere.
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2. Absolutely no more than one youth should be in a bathroom at one time.
3. A minimum of one staff member per shift is CPR and first aid certified.
4. Preventative measures are routinely incorporated into daily living activities to reduce exposure
to infectious diseases and conditions.
5. The ATLC facility maintains compliance with applicable fire and safety precautions and
preparedness.
6. Bed checks: staff will leave the doors open to eliminate obstruction of vision. This will ensure
that the entire room can be viewed and not merely the beds, and that all youth are where they
should be and in bed alone.

OUTINGS
Youth are regularly taken on outings by staff. Youth in their parents’ custody or in the custody of
ICW/DHS/OJA must have permission to go on outings (obtained by parent/legal guardian signing
the Parental/Guardian Release of Liability Form). Youth may attend all outings unless inappropriate
behavior or other appointments prevent the outing.
The youth to staff ratio of no more than 6:1 will be observed on all outings. That is, if there are six
or fewer youth going on an outing, only one staff member need accompany the youth. If there are
seven or more youth, two staff members shall accompany youth outings.
All outings within the community of Pauls Valley are planned and approved in advance by the
recreation therapist and/or transitional living supervisors in consultation with the program director.
Outings that take the youth outside of Pauls Valley must be approved in advance by the program
director.

Examples of Outings: The following is a list of example outings for youth:











Movies
School sporting events
Parks
Skating
Bowling
Local events
Putt-putt/miniature golf
Recreational center
Cultural activities/events
Swimming outings are allowed, but only when there is a licensed lifeguard on duty

Appropriate Behavior for Outings: All youth are expected to conduct themselves in a

courteous, respectful manner, and demonstrate behavior that is reflective of self-dignity and pride.
Store Trips: In the event inappropriate behaviors occur while youth are on an outing to the store,
transitional living staff will handle the situation with the store manager, and then all persons on the
outing will immediately return to the ATLC where an incident report will be filed and appropriate
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action taken. At no time is a staff member allowed to purchase or procure either cigarettes or
chewing tobacco for youth. To do so is a misdemeanor.

TRANSPORTATION OF YOUTH
While living at the ATLC, youth will be transported to/from school, outings and other activities
(excluding community passes) associated with their participation in Aalhakoffichi' transitional living
services. Only ATLC staff are allowed to drop off/pick up youth from these pre-approved off
campus trips.
Before each trip, youth who are to be passengers in an Aalhakoffichi' vehicle (van or car) are read
the vehicle rules. For this reason, a copy of the vehicle rules will be in the vehicle at all times. This is
to make all passengers aware of the rules and staff expectations before any trip begins.
The safety of each youth during transportation is of paramount importance. The following rules
apply at any time:
1. Seat belts will be worn by all occupants of the vehicle at all times and seat belts will not be
removed until the vehicle is no longer moving.
2. Youth are to keep hands and head inside the vehicle at all times upon entering and until
leaving the vehicle.
3. Refrain from loud talking, laughing, screaming, yelling, or unnecessary confusion that may
distract the driver.
4. Horseplay in and around the vehicle is prohibited.
5. Use of tobacco, drugs and alcohol is strictly prohibited at all times.
6. Youth are to remain seated. There will be no standing while the van is moving.
7. No eating or drinking while in the vehicles or while being transported.
8. Transitional living staff will assign seating as necessary.
9. No use of any obscene gestures and/or language toward pedestrians or other vehicles.
10. Youth will not throw objects out the windows and/or spit out the windows of the vehicle.
11. No littering. Littering is against the law.
12. To prevent injuries, the large side doors on the vans will be closed by staff members only.
13. In case of a road emergency, youth are to remain in their seats unless otherwise directed by
the driver.
***Remember when you are in an Aalhakoffichi' vehicle you represent the Chickasaw Nation.
Breaking rules or other inappropriate behavior reflects poorly on everyone.

EMERGENCIES
The safety and welfare of the youth take precedence over any other action. Youth are to follow staff
directions quickly and quietly in emergency situations. Drills will be held in a timely manner in
accordance with Aalhakoffichi' Emergency Plan.

Medical Care: In cases when emergency medical care is warranted, the Pauls Valley Police
Emergency Service will be contacted for immediate transport to Pauls Valley General Hospital. For
non-emergencies, youth will be transported to the Chickasaw Nation Medical Center in Ada,
Oklahoma. Parents/legal guardians remain financially responsible for medical care.
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Fires: Fire drills will be conducted in a timely manner. In cases of fire, the alarm will sound in the

facility. Evacuation plans and designated assembly areas are posted in all facilities. An accounting of
all youth will be completed and youth will stay in designated safe areas until approval is given to
return.

Tornado Warning: When a threatening weather report is received or the alarm siren is

sounded, the resident staff will be responsible for getting youth to the designated tornado
evacuation area (the storage room behind the kitchen). Staff and youth will remain in the storage
room until the all clear is given to return and/or provided by a weather radio.

TRANSITION PLAN
Transition planning begins at admission and is the process of determining a youth’s need for
treatment and developing a plan to address ongoing recovery needs. The transition plan is prepared
to ensure a smooth transition when a person served is transferred to another level of care or is
discharged from the program. Should a youth served choose to abruptly leave the program,
transition planning may not be possible.
The ATLC treatment team is responsible for developing a comprehensive transition plan for each
youth. Families are asked to collaborate in this process and identify their priorities and goals for the
future. Transition planning identifies the youth’s current progress in his/her own recovery or wellbeing, strengths, needs, abilities, preferences and gains achieved during program participation. In
addition to youth and family input and participation, the written plan is also developed in
conjunction with the referral source, a legally authorized representative as applicable and other
community services when appropriate or permitted. The transition plan identifies the youth’s need
for support systems or other types of services that will assist in continuing his/her recovery or wellbeing, referral source information and communication of information or options should symptoms
recur or additional services are needed. Information regarding medication will be included if
applicable.
When the transition plan indicates the need for additional services or supports, or when an
unplanned transition or discharge occurs, personnel are identified who will be responsible for
follow-up after transition to maintain the continuity and coordination of any needed services, to
determine with the youth whether further services are needed and to offer or refer to needed
services when possible.
Should a person be discharged from the program due to aggressive or assaulting behavior, follow-up
occurs to ensure linkage of needed services within 72 hours of discharge. A copy of the transition
plan will be provided to the youth and his/her legal guardian by mail, unless it is decided that to do
so would not be of therapeutic value.
Planned departures of youth will be allowed only during business hours, 9 – 5, Monday through
Friday. This is to allow time to make arrangements for youth to leave in an appropriate manner.
Arrangements for departures will be coordinated in cooperation with the treatment team and
families.
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